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Study on electronic media rhetoric is in the ascendant.  
In the era of visual culture, research on advertising rhetoric is of epoch-making 
significance and theoretical importance. This paper adopted literature analysis and 
induction as its research methods. Based on related theories of linguistic rhetoric, film 
rhetoric and semiotics, with TV commercial as its research objective, and figures of 
speech as its cut-in spot, this paper tries to probe and dissertate the fundamental 
patterns and main rhetorical functions of discourse figures of speech which is the key 
issue in advertising rhetoric theory. 
The paper mainly resolves three questions as follows: 
Whether there exists discourse figure of speech in TV commercial? Second, if 
such figures of speech do exist, how to define and how to categorize? Third, if such 
figures of speech do exist in TV commercial, what are the specific figures of speech 
as well as their rhetorical functions? Thoughts and answers to these questions 
construct the main content of the paper. 
The author sets the layout of the paper like this: 
The first part is the introduction which mainly deals with background knowledge 
of the paper, including the era background and theory background. On one hand, 
study on electronic media rhetoric is booming under visual culture background, which 
calls for deeper study; on the other hand, the theory background which is also 
literature review of trope research in advertising rhetoric during the past 30 years. 
Looking back to the history of advertising figures research, the author divides the 
history into three phases and describes their concrete characteristics respectively, then 
points out the existing problems and limits. Then, the research problem and research 
methods are put forward afterwards. 
The second part constructs the most important content of the paper which 
discusses the theory of discourse figures of speech in TV commercial. Through 
analysis of TV commercial discourse from both the definitions of linguistic figures of 
speech and the post-modern rhetoric theory, the author proves that figures of speech 
do exist in the TV commercials, thus answering the first question above-mentioned. 
Afterwards, the author probes into the “ways and means” of defining figures of 















of figures of speech in TV commercial, according to which figures of speech shows 
strong “subjective orientation” and should be concluded from both narrative aspect 
and movement-image aspect of advertising text, thus finishing the answer to the 
second question above.     
The third and fourth parts jointly constitute the answer to the last question as 
narrated above. Based on the scrutiny of the actual practice of the TV commercial 
discourse, the author emphatically puts forward 28 kinds of discourse figures of 
speech (including 13 kinds of narrative figures of speech and 15 image figures of 
speech) and demonstrates their respective pattern and major functions in practical TV 
commercial with regard to rhetorical effect they intend to achieve. 
The fifth part is the conclusion. In this part, the author embarks on summing up 
the main results of the whole paper and making necessary suggestions.  
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1  绪  论 
 1
1  绪  论 
1．1  研究背景 
在电子媒体修辞学研究兴起的视觉文化时代，电视广告话语修辞格及修辞理
论的研究非常重要，本研究就是在这样的时代背景下展开。 
1．1．1   研究的时代背景 






































1．1．1．3  广告发展速度快但质量普遍不高 










1．1．2  文献综述及分析 
   本文的研究是在电子媒体修辞学研究兴起的视觉文化时代背景下进行的，同
时也是在笔者对我国广告修辞学及修辞格研究的历史回顾这样一个理论背景下
展开的。 
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